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ESKIMOS COVID-19 PROTECTION POLICY 
 
The safety and protection of our guests and employees are our top priority. That is why we created 
the ESKIMOS protection concept *. Here we strictly adhere to the specifications and 
recommendations of the Federal Office of Public Health (BAG) and the Canton of Valais and 
protection concepts from the SSBS and Swiss snowsports associations.  

Flexibility and constant adjustments for safety has been our first priority in snow sports lessons with 
our guests the past 20 years. We look forward to welcoming you to Saas-Fee and Saas Valley again 
this winter with a few new measures. 

ESKIMOS school management and instructor team  
* We would like to point out that the protection concept for our guests and employees can always 
change. We ask for your understanding! 

 SNOWSPORTS LESSONS 

 On all ESKIMOS meeting points is a mask required for all older than 12 years. Keep a 
distance for greeting / farewell, no handshakes or hugs. 

 Wear a mask if distance is impossible / observe hygiene / mask requirement for 
children older than 12 years. 

 

   Only symptom-free participants and staff are allowed to attend classes. In case of 
suspicion, a Covid-19 test can asked. All ESKIMOS employees carry hand disinfectants 
with them and regularly disinfect their hands. 

 

 
ESKIMOS  
COVID-19 
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http://www.eskimos.ch/
https://www.skischule-saas-fee.ch/fileadmin/user_upload/_processed_/8/a/csm_BAG_Abstand_0c22be4e05.png
https://www.skischule-saas-fee.ch/fileadmin/user_upload/_processed_/5/9/csm_BAG_Maskenpflicht_e436928499.png
https://www.skischule-saas-fee.ch/fileadmin/user_upload/_processed_/c/0/csm_BAG_Hygiene_1c65998e7b.png
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In our ESKIMOS lesson we follow the policy of the Saas-Fee mountain railways.  

 

 SNOWSPORTS SCHOOL OFFICE  

 We can be reached by phone, zoom, WhatsApp phone during our office hours. We are 
also available online 24 hours a day at www.eskimos.ch. 

 In the ESKIMOS office / shop there is a mask requirement from 12 years and disinfectants 

are available. We have max. 2 people in the office, in peak weeks max. 4 on two floors.   

 

 MEETING POINTS  

 At all ESKIMOS meeting points, a mask is required for all persons over 12 years, especially 
at the start and end of the courses. 

 We ask you to accompany your children to / from the meeting points only from one 
person.  

 The meeting point signs are all with a big distance from each other, where the instructor 
welcome/bye bye the customers. There are no mix of groups. After Monday will be no 
changes in group anymore.  

 
 SNOWSPORTS LESSONS   

 During the lesson, the snow sports instructor may exclude and isolate a participant with 
symptoms from the lesson or ask the parents to pick up the child. 
 

 If you cancel a lesson due to symptoms of illness, you must have a negative Covid-19 test 
in order to continue the lesson 
 

 Aids used will not be exchanged between the participants and will be disinfected after use. 
 

 If the minimum distance of 1.5m cannot be maintained in class, all persons aged 12 and 
over must wear a mask, even during a break. 

 

 Adult group lessons (from 16years up) will be max. 4 person and one instructor. Only max. 
5 people allowed.  
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

http://www.eskimos.ch/
https://www.saas-fee.ch/fileadmin/user_upload/documents/Schutzkonzepte/Schutzmassnahmen_Saastal_Bergbahnen_AG_Winter_2020-21_ENG.pdf
http://www.eskimos.ch/

